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Tech hiring 
is in our DNA

Codility was founded by an Engineer 

who wanted to spend more of his time 

coding, not recruiting. Ten years later, 

this sentiment amongst Engineers is 

more relevant than ever. We set the 

standards for quality in the category. 

Now, we’re redefining them.

“Codility is accurate representation of coding skills, 

it’s more accurate than standing in front of 

different people coding on a whiteboard. It’s just 

a good time saver across the board.“

“We couldn’t have done what we did if we 

didn’t have Codility. I’m Codility’s biggest 

cheerleader”

Stephen Byrne

Recruitment Manager

Kathy Mason

University Recruiter

Our Platform
Mapped to the Funnel

One size does not fit all: 
We customize your workflows for your hiring
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2,500+ 
Coding tasks and questions 

across different stacks

#1 
Platform Rated on G2

1,500+ 
Customers operating out of 

74 countries

60,000+ 
Candidate evaluations facilitated 

monthly 
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Automated Skills Assessments 

Candidates’ code is graded in correctness, performance and 

complexity to make an informed hiring decision

Task Library containing 2500+ tasks 

Evaluate candidates with tasks that reflect the duties they 

will be responsible for at your company

Plagiarism Prevention and detection 

Machine learning algorithms that identify and display 

warnings about potential plagiarism in the candidate report

Modern virtual recruitment events to convert more 

prospects into candidates

Brand your landing page in your company's colours and fonts 

and use it to attract and convert developers into candidates. 

Enrich your campus recruitment or online recruitment 

campaigns

Promote your CodeChallenge online to engage fans, followers 

and passive job hunters alike

Get insights about your prospects

Get candidate reports once the challenge is finished.

Virtual interviews for remote hiring 

4 different modes that allow you to start straight where the 

candidate stopped their previous assessment, start with a 

premade set of questions or go with the flow with whiteboard 
and canvas modes.

Insights into communication style 

Use CodeLive to understand how your candidate works, how 

they communicate about their work and understand their 

thinking process

Fill Your Candidate Pipeline 

with CodeChallenges

Evaluate your candidate’s real skills  

with CodeCheck

Real-life interviews 

with CodeLive
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Add a layer 
of intelligence 
to your recruitment stack

Attitude

Communication

Refactoring

Quality code

Ship code at scale

Core engineering

See skills in 360° 
– easily and instantly
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Win over candidates 
from the start 

Fair Evaluation

79% of candidates feel Codility 

fairly evaluates their technical skills

79%

Positive Experience

86% of candidates have a very 

positive experience using the 

Codility editor

86%

API
High Accessibility Standards


